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Abstract
Full-chip printability simulations for VLSI layouts
use analytical and heuristic physical process models,
and require an explicit creation of a mask and image. This is a computationally expensive task, often
prohibitively so, especially when prototyping new designs. In this paper we show that using orthogonal
transform-based fixed-length feature vector representations of 22nm VLSI layouts to perform classificationbased rapid printability prediction, can help in avoiding
or reducing the number of simulations. Furthermore, in
order to overcome the problem of scarcity of training
data, we show how re-scaled, abundant 45nm designs
can train error prediction models for new, native 22nm
designs. Our experiments, run on M1 layer data and
line width errors, demonstrate the viability of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction
With the steady reduction of the track width in VLSI
designs, printing designed shapes becomes increasingly
difficult [10, 8, 1]. A typical VLSI design must undergo
a printability simulation in advance of creating physical
masks, so as to avoid production yield problems [11, 2].
Printability simulation is a computationally expensive
task [3], often prohibitively so for a full-chip simulation
of a large layout in new Technology Nodes (TN) beyond
45nm [8].
Efforts towards simulation speedup can take the approach of algorithm optimization and usage of multiple
CPUs [8]. These full-chip simulation methods explicitly emulate a mask and simulate a print image, which
is the root cause of the excessive computational burden.
In many applications, however, it can suffice only to detect if a particular shape is likely to create printing problems, and avoid simulating its corresponding mask and
image shapes. Several attempts have been made in this
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direction. In [2] a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is deployed to detect pinching and bridging print
errors. A dual-graph-based representation for detection
of design hotspots is proposed in [1]. In [6], the entire
layout can be analyzed in a window-by-window fashion
using a predetermined window overlap. For each window, a feature vector is obtained by applying a distance
transform and by computing a histogram of the resulting image. Obtained feature vectors are then classified
using an SVM classifier.
We show how using two-dimensional orthogonal
transforms to represent VLSI layout shapes as fixedlength feature vectors for printability prediction using a
trained classifier, full simulation may often be avoided.
The idea of using fixed-length feature vector representation for clustering layout constructs was proposed in
[5]. In this paper we use the Walsh transform, as in
[5], and the two-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), to represent a layout window for printability prediction. We demonstrate that the proposed fixedlength feature vector representation allows more accurate printability prediction for line width errors than the
features previously proposed in [6].
The existing 45nm TN will soon be replaced by
32nm and 22nm TNs. A frequent problem arising
when working with layouts designed in a new TN is the
scarcity of available real design data to train error models. We propose the use of designs from older technology nodes, re-scaled to meet the dimension constraints
of the new technology node, to train the printability prediction classifiers. We demonstrate that such a strategy
enables construction of a competent classifier for printability prediction for the 22nm TN from abundant existing 45nm design data.
Section 2 describes extraction of the Walsh and
DCT features. Section 3 describes the concept of
classification-based print error prediction for VLSI,
Section 4 gives details and results of our experiments,
and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Extraction of Walsh and DCT features
The 2D DCT and Walsh transforms are closely related to the Fourier transform. They are known methods
of representing images in a fixed-length feature vector
format in pattern recognition applications, for instance
face recognition [9, 12]. Given image W , a matrix MF
of 2D transform coefficients is computed as follows:
MF = D · W · D T ,

(1)

where D is the 1D transformation matrix of DCT
or Walsh transform respectively. Elements of MF are
consequently selected, usually in a zig-zag pattern, and
placed into a feature vector [12]. The resulting feature
vector begins with the coefficients representing the low
spatial frequencies present in the image, and going towards higher frequencies as the vector length increases.
The maximal number of features possible to obtain using Eq. 1 is equal to the number of pixels in W . However, this is usually by far in excess of the optimal number of features. We describe the feature selection procedure used in this paper in Section 4.

3 Classification-based VLSI printability
prediction
The proposed scheme of classification-based VLSI
printability prediction consists of a training step and a
classification step. In the training step, a layout with
overlaid printability error markers is used. The location of the error markers on the training layout is determined via prior detailed, computationally expensive full
R
nmOPCTM tool. The
simulations using the Calibre
training and testing layouts are divided into overlapping
square tiles, whose side length corresponds to 5 track
lengths of the layout, similarly as in [4]. In this way
we assure that the entire immediate neighborhood of an
error marker is included in the tile. The tiles overlap by
50%. All tiles are subsequently reduced to images of
32 × 32 pixels, with no loss of effective shape resolution.
Next, the tiles are assigned class labels before they
can be used for classifier training. For each error
marker, one tile containing it is assigned to the error
class (A). All tiles that do not contain error markers
are labeled as no-error class (B). For each tile a feature
vector is extracted, as described in Sec. 1.
Using the two sets of feature vectors, a Bayesian
classifier is trained [7], by estimating distributions
p(x|A) and p(x|B). For a newly observed tile probability that given tile I will be free of print faults is given

by
P (B|x) =

p(x|B)P (B)
,
p(x|A)P (A) + p(x|B)P (B)

(2)

where x is an instance of a fixed-length feature representation of the considered layout fragment W . Distributions p(x|A) and p(x|B) are estimated using training data from prior simulations. We assumed noninformative prior probabilities P (A)=P (B).

4

Experimental evaluation

For the experiments, we used a fragment of the M1
layer of a native 22nm design, and a section of the M1
layer of a 45nm design. The 45nm design has been
scaled down in order to match its track width with that
of a native 22nm design. Both layout fragments subsequently went through a detailed printability simulation.
The obtained error markers served as ground-truth class
labels for classifier training (45nm), and for evaluating
the classification accuracy (45nm and 22nm). Examples of tiles belonging to the error and no-error classes,
originating from the re-scaled 45nm layout, are shown
in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Sample layout fragments containing line width printability errors (a),
and without errors (b). White area corresponds to the metal tracks.
The number of the DCT and Walsh features (transform coefficients) was selected empirically using the
wrapper approach. A vector of 105 features for both
feature extractors were extracted from each tile. The
resulting data set was divided into two disjoint sets,
training and testing, of equal size per class. The candidate feature sets were created by forming vectors
Fn = [c1 , c2 , ...cn ] for n ∈ 2, 3, ..., 105, and Fm =
[c105 , c104 , ...cm ] for m ∈ 104, 103, ..., 1, to verify
the importance of the coefficients representing low (LF)
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Table 1. Number of layout tiles (feature
vectors) available for re-scaled 45nm, and
native 22nm layouts.
HT ERmin
EER
HT ER0.5
training: 45nm, testing: 22nm
Walsh
1.87%
2.35%
2.15%
DCT
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1.87%
DT
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Table 2. Classification error rates for experiments E1 and E2
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Figure 2. Impact of the presence of coefficients corresponding to low-frequency (a)
and high-frequency (b) in the feature vector, for DCT and Walsh transform, accuracy in terms of (1 − EER).

and high (HF) spatial frequencies. For each considered candidate set of features, a classifier was built using the training set, and accuracy on the testing set was
recorded in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER). The results of the wrapper feature selection experiments are
shown in Fig. 2. It is evident from Fig. 2 that the LF
coefficients are of primary importance in achieving high
classification accuracy. Based on the results, we used 75
first coefficients of DCT and Walsh transforms as features in two following experiments, E1 and E2 .
We compared the accuracy of the DCT- and Walshfeature based classifiers with the Distance Transformbased approach (DT) from [6], on the task of predicting
the line width errors for the 45nm data (E1 ), and for
a native 22nm design. All error models were trained
on re-scaled 45nm data (E2 ). The number of layout
tiles used for training and testing is given in Table 1.
We eliminated duplicate layout tiles, which in the case

of the highly-regular 22nm layout led to much lower
number of non-identical feature vectors than in the case
of a more diverse 45nm design.
In the E1 experiment we used the cross-validation
strategy; the 45nm data was divided into two disjoint
sets of equal sizes. The classifiers were trained using
one of the sets, then deployed to classify the other set,
and vice-versa. Reported error rates are averaged for
both cross-validation runs. In the experiment E2 , the
entire scaled 45nm data volume was used to train the
classifiers, and the whole 22nm data set was used for
testing. We used Bayesian classifiers, with the classconditional feature distributions were modeled as Gaussians with full covariance matrices1 . Table 2 shows
the obtained error rates in terms of minimal achievable
Half-Total Error Rate (HT ERmin ), Equal Error Rate
(EER), and HT ER for a naive Bayes threshold of
τ = 0.5 (HT ER0.5 ). The DET curves for both experiments are shown in Fig. 3.
The results shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2 clearly show
that the classifiers based on the DCT and Walsh features
outperformed the classifiers based on the DT features,
in both experiments (E1 and E2 ). The error rates obtained by using the DCT and Walsh features are similar.
The recorded differences between HT ERmin , EER
and in particular low values of HT ER0.5 show that the
classifiers are not easily biased and fairly insensitive to
the choice of the decision threshold, which is very important in practical applications. The error rates for E2
1 We also tried other model types, including GMM-based ones, and
discriminative classifiers, with comparable outcomes.
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Figure 3. DET curves representing the performance of the printability predicting-classifier,
trained using scaled 45nm data, applied to classify (a) E1 : scaled 45nm data (training and
testing sets disjoint), and (b) E2 native 22nm data.

are considerably lower than those for E1 , due to the fact
that the 22nm layout was more regular than the 45nm
layout.

5 Conclusions
In this work we presented an application of DCT
and Walsh transforms for effective feature extraction for
printability error prediction in VLSI designs, using an
example of the line width error. Obtained results suggest that classification-based print error prediction in
transformed domain is a viable, computationally inexpensive alternative to full-scale chip simulations involving explicit mask and image creation. We also showed
that very good error prediction accuracy can be obtained
by training error models on abundant, re-scaled 45nm
design data, and deploying the models to predict printing errors in new 22nm designs. This work is an initial
proof of concept and we plan to extend it model other
error types and different layout layers.
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